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The game is being developed by Spike Chunsoft in collaboration with R2 Games,
an independent game developer in the United States. In the game, you can
adventure in the vast world of the Lands Between, where the story is told

through a unique experience of open world adventure filled with narration and
the development of individual characters, as well as the ability to talk with other

players through online play. You can read more in our development blog at:
ABOUT THE DEVELOPERS: Spike Chunsoft Inc. is a leading developer and

publisher of console entertainment software based in Japan. Since 1996, the
company has pioneered the RPG video game genre and released a wide variety
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of critically-acclaimed console, PC, and mobile games for both Japanese and
English markets. Spike Chunsoft is also one of Japan's leading publishers of
anime-related video games, and produces anime TV shows through its own

animation studio, Chunsoft Studio. R2 Games Inc. is a premier game
development studio located in Seattle, WA. R2 Games is best known for the
critically-acclaimed METAL SLUG series of games and for its URA: Ultimate

Rabbit Action series. “At Spike Chunsoft, we strive to create innovative games
that push the boundaries of entertainment. Working with a group of creators
with as much passion for the world of Witcher as we do, we aim to create a

game that will delight players from all walks of life.” Michael Davis, CEO of Spike
Chunsoft Kazuyuki Yamai, Creative Director of Spike Chunsoft Tomonobu

Itagaki, Creative Director of R2 Games Also starring in the game are famed
composer Yasunori Mitsuda and renowned voice actress Rie Tanaka. For more
information, please visit: A CALLING: You are an Elden Lord, and now, the time
has come for you to wield the power of the Three Great Swords and the power
of the Elden Ring Activation Code to gather together the forces of all the lands
and to protect our world and the Lands Between. THE GAMEPLAY: In the game,

you

Elden Ring Features Key:
A huge world that you can explore. The Lands Between is a vast world with a variety of different locales, dimensions and

rules. Across its seemingly countless places you can continue your adventures.
Talent differentiation. You can develop your character in a variety of ways. Not only can you enhance your physical skills,

but you can also augment your mind and soul if you learn precise magic.

In a land where moonlight breaks the endless night, there live the races that call themselves the Elden...

LITTLE BROTHER is designed by BraveS and published by Bravely Default on the Nintendo 3DS.

But there is now a new and superior power in the lands, called the Tarnished, and no one knows of the true power of the Elden
Ring.

What are the guys' plans for the new power? All they know is that it is somewhere on the borders of the Lands Between. But they
want to find it and claim it! As a man of action, please join them on their grand adventure!

KIRITSUNE
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The guy with the nice accent is the guide of the players! He takes their characters around on the vast world of the Lands
Between, and with his suggestions and guidance, they will find the Power of the Elden Ring and the Expansion of the
Knowledge! He is also one of the players! Players must choose who will become the protagonist when they begin the game, and
this character can be called whatever they want. For example, you can choose the name Kiritsune (pronounced "ki-ri-tsune" or "ki-
ri-tswee"), or you can call him something else, or you may even forget him! (If you do, your character will be good at coming up
with on-the-spot solutions.) 
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